Urinary bile acids as biomarkers for liver diseases II. Signature profiles in patients.
Hepatobiliary diseases result in the accumulation of bile acids (BAs) in the liver, systemic blood, and other tissues leading to an unfavorable prognosis. The BA profile was characterized by the calculation of indices that describe the composition, sulfation, and amidation of total and individual BAs. Comparison of the urinary BA profiles between healthy subjects and patients with hepatobiliary diseases demonstrated significantly higher absolute concentrations of individual and total BAs in patients. The percentage sulfation of some individual BAs were different between the two groups. The percentage amidation of overall and most individual BAs was higher in patients than controls. The percentage of primary BAs (CDCA and CA) was higher in patients, whereas the percentage of secondary BAs (DCA and LCA) was lower in patients. BA indices belonging to percentage amidation and percentage composition were better associated with the severity of the liver disease as determined by the model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) score and disease compensation status compared with the absolute concentrations of individual and total BAs. In addition, BA indices corresponding to percentage amidation and percentage composition of certain BAs demonstrated the highest area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve suggesting their utility as diagnostic biomarkers in clinic. Furthermore, significant increase in the risk of having liver diseases was associated with changes in BA indices.